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Cigna’s Eating Disorder Awareness Series

Persevering in the Face of
Pandemic-Related Challenges
Ashley Moser, LMFT, CEDS
Regional Assistant Vice President
Site Director, The Renfrew Center of North Carolina
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Agenda
• Identify the impact of the pandemic on mental health with special focus on

eating disorders
• Explore the role of eating disorders in managing emotions driven by the pandemic
• Learn skills to increase emotion awareness and tolerance to decrease use of eating
disorder behaviors
• Identify how to approach and support someone you know who may be struggling
with an eating disorder
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Eating Disorders and the Pandemic
• Food Insecurity
• Appearance/Body Image Concerns: Virtual Platforms “On Camera”
• Isolation: “Disorders of Disconnection”
• Navigating the Unknown/Uncertainty
• Controlling the Uncontrollable

• Diet Culture Media Messages
• Pressure to Lose Weight to Resume Life In Person
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Eating Disorders and Emotions
Eating Disorders are Emotional Disorders
Emotions are heightened due to systemic pandemic stressors
Common Emotions Experienced During the Pandemic:
• Anxiety
• Fear
• Hopelessness
• Helplessness
• Anger
• Guilt/Shame
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Skills for Emotion Awareness and Tolerance
• Non-Judgmental Emotion Awareness
• 3 Point Check
• ARC of an Emotional Experience
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Non-judgmental emotion awareness
Staying in touch with our experiences, even when they are uncomfortable
• Accepting them as they are,

• Learning how to just let emotions happen when they happen
• Letting reactions to them come and go,
• Without trying to reduce them, change them, judge them as good or bad, and

without trying to run away from them.
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3-components
of an emotion
Physical
Sensations
What I’m feeling
and experiencing
in my body right
now

Behaviors/Urges

What I’m actually
doing/wanting to
do in this
moment

Thoughts

What I’m
thinking of right
now
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“The ARC” of an Emotional Experience

{Emotion =
Date/ Time

Situation or
Trigger

}

Physical
Sensations

Thoughts

Behaviors/
Urges

The 3-Component Model

Helps develop an understanding of
the antecedents and consequences
of common emotional experiences

What happens
next?
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What About Food?
Eating disorders are emotional disorders AND sometimes it is about the food
Food insecurity and access to food can be a risk factor for eating disorders
Hunger cues are impacted by emotions
• Emotional fullness versus Physiological fullness
• Emotional hunger versus Physiological hunger

Eating foods
• With balance
• With variety
• You Enjoy
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What About Body Image?
Our experience of our bodies is often influence by our emotions
• Our emotions are heightened due to systemic pandemic stressors
• Media influx of diet industry messages
• Billion-dollar diet industry
• Creates feelings of anxiety and insecurity that drive consumption of

diet products

Changing your body provides a sense of control during uncertainty
• Focus on our bodies can distract from difficult emotions
• Changes in our bodies are observable and measurable, providing a sense of control and

accomplishment
• “Well at least I …..”
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Body Image
Honor your body and your emotions
• Increasing emotion awareness helps you to listen to your physiological and emotional needs
• Tune into physical sensations

• Rest
• Movement for enjoyment

“Don’t let the diet industry profit from our collective pain”
• Critical consumer
• “Who profits off my anxiety, insecurities?”

Focus on function
• Focusing on how are bodies are SURVIVING ongoing systemic stress
• How is your body helping you through this time?
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How to Help
Approaching someone who exhibits symptoms of an eating disorder is a delicate task. Fear that a loved
one or friend will get mad, withdraw from the relationship or cause the person’s eating disorder to
worsen, may keep some individuals from taking a risk to speak up about their concerns.
Though these fears exist, it is important to understand that eating disorders are not fads, phases or
eccentricities that will resolve on their own. Eating disorders are one of the deadliest psychiatric
disorders and involve dangerous ways of thinking
and behaving.

These conversations, although often extremely difficult, are crucial in
order to address the emotional and physical toll exacted by the eating
disorder and bring the issue out into the open.
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How to Help: Broaching the Topic
Set The Stage
Talk to your loved one in a calm state and free from distraction or interruption. Being empathic and caring is just as important as the content of
the conversation itself.
Share What You Have Noticed
Mention specific observations or instances that suggest disordered eating. Do not focus on appearance or weight; instead, talk about mood
and relationships.
Talk About Change
Help identify the positive reasons to change and the consequences of staying the same. Change is difficult; focusing on what the individual values
may be helpful in building motivation.
Offer Help
While a strong support system is extremely valuable, professional help is needed to address the eating disorder. Encourage your loved one to
speak with a professional. Offer to help them look for qualified providers, and/or offer to accompany them to a therapy session or tour a
treatment facility.
Be Patient Yet Persistent
Do not give up. Eating disorders do not develop overnight, and breaking through denial can take time. Continue to suggest professional help and
point out the benefits of change. This process might take more than one conversation. Consider seeking out the guidance of an outside expert for
an assessment or intervention.
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Emotion Coaching
1.) ATTEND to the emotion
Notice AND pay attention to the emotion
2.) LABEL the emotion
Give words to the emotions, check in
3.) VALIDATE the emotion
Accept/allow/validate the emotion
4.) MEET the NEED of the emotion
Meet the emotional need, not solve the problem
5.) “Fix/problem solve”
Adapted from © 2013 Lafrance Robinson & Dolhanty
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Recovery Coaching: The 6 C’s
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Contact Information
Ashley Moser, LMFT, CEDS
Regional Assistant Vice President
Site Director, The Renfrew Center of North Carolina
Email: amoser@renfrewcenter.com

For more information about The Renfrew Center’s programs and services, please call 1-800-RENFREW (736-3739) or
visit www.renfrewcenter.com.

